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Activate & deactivate EM strips with ease

The easiest way to activate and deactivate EM security
smartstation™ 520 is a complete solution that offers both EM security 
activation and deactivation in a single low-profile case. With only two 
user interface switches to operate (the first to power the unit and the 
second to select activate or deactivate), smartstation™ 520 truly is a 
remarkably easy way for library staff to control the security of items 
within the library.

Deploy full EM security control wherever it is required
smartstation™ 520 can be positioned anywhere in the library where a 
standard power outlet exists, giving you the freedom to deploy full EM 
security activation and deactivation wherever it is required.

Streamline workflow of security measures
smartstation™ 520 is the perfect way to decrease staff time and 
streamline workflows at many points around your library, allowing EM 
security to be added or removed in the most efficient way possible. 
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Although we make every effort to ensure information is correct at the time of release, it is possible that specifications and features may vary or change over 
time. Bibliotheca therefore makes no representations or warranties as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained within this document.
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Specifications 

Dimensions: h: 272mm / 10.7" | w: 225mm / 8.6" | d: 108mm /4.3"

Weight: 7.5 kg

Material: Stainless steel and glass

Power: Input voltage: 110VAC & 220VAC ± 10%, 50Hz

Performance:
Functional height ≤ 40mm / 1.6"
Magnetising power ≤ 60W
De-magnetising power ≤ 30W

EM Specification: Detects a wide-range of EM labels 

Standards & Compliance: CE, ISO9001

Installation: Working surface height ≤100mm /3.9"

Item processing: Only one item can be processed at a time

Product Source Number: E100


